THE TUG-OF-WAR TEAMS:

Both Sophomore and Freshman Tug-of-War teams have had a busy week, practicing for the past two weeks, and the results seem to show two exceptionally well-balanced teams. The Sophomore men have been reporting daily to Captain W. M. Scharff of the Senior class and the Freshmen, under the guidance of the coach, has had a good deal of trouble in developing a team because of the inexperience and lightness of the men and to long pulls to bring the men and to long pulls to bring them the victory. The Freshmen have been practicing hard as some eighteen men appear at practices but the men too are practicing hard as some eighteen men appear at practices every day. The work is almost identical with that done by the Sophomore but the coach is able to see many points that their rivals lack.

MILITARY TACTICS.

Provisional Results of the Freshman Examination.


Y. M. C. A. NOTICE.

Men wanted to give a short practice walk on any of the following subjects before Boys' Camps: I. Mining—Smelting, showing sample of ore if possible. II. Bridge Building, Illustrative. III. Steel Construction. IV. Biology. V. Sanitary Engineering. VI. Sewage, pollution of water. VI. Electrolysis: 1. Separation of Ores. 2. Chemical Action. VII. Steam Turbines. VIII. Wireless Telegraphy. Transmitter and Receiver. IX. Railroad Construction. Men who have had experience if possible.


Y. M. C. A. LECTURES.

Dr. Thomas Van Ness will conclude his talk on "Heroes and Heroism" next Thursday noon. The central figure of this talk will be Count Tolstoi as a hero. Since Dr. Van Ness has personally visited the other parts of Poland, Russia, his remarks will be all the more interesting, coming as they do first hand for this great Russian. This meeting will not be held in Parish Hall as the others have been, but in the large room in the basement of the M. I. T. Y. M. C. A. Building.

FACULTY NOTICES

WANTED.—Man to work for room and part payment of board. Apply to the Bursar. Bldg. 7, at 4 o'clock in 6 Lowell.

NOTICES.

Found.—A vest in the Walker Building, and the same can be had for return. Thursday, Nov. 9.

1909.—Meetings of the Auditing Committee in 33 Rogers. Monday, Nov. 5. Cross Country Association Meeting in 56 Lowell.

1910.—Meeting of the Auditing Committee on Wednesday, Nov. 7, at 11 A.M. in 33 Rogers.


1912.—Meeting of the Auditing Committee on Wednesday, Nov. 7, at 11 A.M. in 33 Rogers.


1914.—Meeting of the Auditing Committee on Wednesday, Nov. 7, at 11 A.M. in 33 Rogers.
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